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RACO Promotion Offers Free STAB-iT boxes to Contractors  
 
South Bend, Indiana December 3, 2018 – RACO is offering a free STAB-IT® box to any 
electrical contractor for the next 3 months. The promotion introduces contractors to the 
benefits of STAB-iT boxes. RACO, part of the Hubbell Commercial Construction brands, 
provides innovative electrical products to commercial and residential markets. 

Any contractor or electrician that follows the brand on Instagram will receive a free sample 4in 
square STAB-iT box and hat. This allows them to see for themselves how easy it can be to 
install MC into the box. Following on Twitter or Facebook is also eligible. 
 
STAB-iT boxes offer a solution to today’s labor shortage in the electrical trade. The unique, 
patented feature built-in connectors to make installing any type of flexible armored cable faster. 
Simply prepare the cable, remove the priout, insert cable…done! RACO’s design is field-
proven to install over 3x faster than traditional MC connectors. Contractors using the product 
report saving $1.50 per box installed.  
 
A variety of STAB-iT boxes from RACO offers electrical contractors an effective way to reduce 
installation time and increase productivity. These connectors handle flex, MC, MCI, MCI-A, 
HCF and AC cables. Cable locks into place, but can be easily removed and the connector 
reused. Each STAB-IT connector holds 2 cables. Rolled steel edges eliminate the need for 
plastic bushings (except for AC).  
 
RACO STAB-IT boxes are perfect for residential, commercial or industrial applications. The 
built-in connector also reduces worksite waste. The STAB-IT product line includes a variety of 
box sizes, mounting bracket options and even cable management support.  
 
The Free STAB-IT box promotion runs till February 28, 2019. Product is available now. Find 
more information at www.hubbell.com. 
 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hubbellrtbwa/  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HubbellRTBWA  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HubbellCommercialConstruction/  
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About Hubbell Commercial Construction 
Hubbell Commercial Construction includes five brands that provide innovative and cost-effective electrical 
products with superior customer service for commercial and/or residential markets. RACO creates electrical 
boxes, covers, and fittings. TayMac crafts “while in use” covers for outdoor electrical applications. Bell produces 
weatherproof boxes, covers and outdoor lighting. Wiegmann offers the most complete line of electrical enclosures 
for OEM, Commercial Construction, and MRO markets. Acme manufactures power conversion and conditioning 
equipment for industrial, commercial and OEM applications.  
 

https://www.hubbell.com/raco/en/
https://www.instagram.com/hubbellrtbwa/
https://twitter.com/HubbellRTBWA
https://www.facebook.com/HubbellCommercialConstruction/


	

These historic brands are part of Hubbell Incorporated, one of the largest electrical manufacturers in North 
America. The company's history of innovation extends back to 1889. Founder Harvey Hubbell invented the pull 
chain light switch and duplex receptacle. 
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